Press Release
Banyan Tree Hotels & Resorts Launches First Dhawa in China with the
Opening of Dhawa Jinshanling on 1st September 2018

Beijing China, 29 August 2018 – Operated by Banyan Tree Hotels & Resorts, the first Dhawa hotel
in China will open its doors in Jinshanling, Beijing on 1st September 2018. Following the success of
Banyan Tree and Angsana, Dhawa is Banyan Tree Hotels & Resorts’ third brand in the Chinese
market. This exciting new brand will cater to an emerging group of design-savvy travellers who seek
distinctive experiences in unique destinations. A two-hour drive from Beijing and located at the foot of
the Great Wall, Dhawa Jinshanling blends China’s rich cultural heritage with contemporary comfort
and seamless technology.
Comfortable Space for Your Sleep
Dhawa Jinshanling’s 200 ‘Cocoon’ rooms and suites are equipped with modern amenities and infused
with cultural elements. Features include Wi-Fi, widescreen television and floor heating. Design-wise,
each room takes visual cues from the landscapes around the resort, with views of the courtyards, the
mountains or the Great Wall. Valley Rooms are inspired by traditional Chinese architecture and
overlooks stunning mountainous scenery. Courtyard Rooms are set around a large communal
courtyard with outdoor seating and provides the perfect setting for family and friends. Heritage Rooms
are found in classically styled buildings and come with semi-private courtyards or unblocked views of
the Great Wall. Dhawa Suites are stylishly designed and come with its own corridor and separate
living space.
Modern Facilities for Your Stay
Dhawa embraces the modern lifestyle. Framing spectacular mountain views through panoramic
windows, the stylish lobby lounge, ‘Void’, is the perfect spot to unwind. Guests can share their Great
Wall adventures with fellow travellers or tap into the resort’s Wi-Fi to stay connected via social
media. Following a scenic day at the Great Wall, guests can print and showcase their best pictures at
the hotel’s ‘Photo Gallery’. An interactive ‘Selfie Wall’ will project images of different local
attractions and invite guests to create their own #dhawaselfies. A refuel stop for tired travellers, ‘Nest’
offers snacks and drinks and comes equipped with a self-service launderette. ‘Nook’, an all-day

restaurant, serves Northern Chinese and Cantonese cuisine. Guests seeking privacy can also choose to
dine in one of its three private dining rooms. The ‘Dhawa Spa’ features seven treatment rooms to ease
weary muscles after a long day of walking. Other amenities include a Fitness Centre and a 400sqm
Ballroom.
Local Activities for Your Discovery
Dhawa Jinshanling offers a range of activities for those seeking to discover the rich heritage of the
Ming and Qing dynasties. The Great Wall sunset tour at Jinshanling is especially iconic. Other historic
sites include Gubei Water Town – a quaint ancient village, Chengde Mountain Resort – China’s
largest royal garden, and Mulan Paddock – a former royal hunting place and summer retreat. Within
the property, guests are also offered opportunities for cultural exploration. Stroll through Dhawa’s
very own organic garden and herb farm to discover native Chinese ingredients.
For a more hands-on experience, families can sign up for various craft workshops or try noodle and
jam making classes.
Opening Offer
- Rooms start from RMB 1,079 net per room per night
- Complimentary breakfast for two at ‘Nook’
- Reservation and Check-in dates: From now till September 30, 2018
- Reservation email: reservations-jinshanling@dhawa.com
-EndAbout Dhawa Jinshanling
Nestled in the hills at the foot of the Jinshanling Great Wall, Dhawa Jinshanling fuses cutting-edge design with China's rich
cultural heritage. Just 90 minutes from Beijing International Airport, this stylish new resort merges seamlessly into its ancient
surroundings. Unwind in exceptional comfort and explore the stunning scenery. Discoveries are made at Dhawa Jinshanling.
About Banyan Tree Hotels & Resorts
The Banyan Tree Group is a leading international operator and developer of premium resorts, hotels, residences and spas,
with a collection of award-winning brands. Banyan Tree offers a Sanctuary to rejuvenate the mind, body and soul in aweinspiring locations around the globe. Rediscover the romance of travel as you journey to iconic destinations where authentic,
memorable experiences await. Angsana brings the adventure back into travel whatever your age or reason to
visit. Intertwining local chic and a vibrant fun-filled atmosphere, Angsana offers amazing destination playgrounds across the
world. Cassia is a bold new proposition in the extended stay sector, offering stylish, cutting edge hotel residences for
holidays and business travel. It offers incredible choice for families, friends and couples. Dhawa is a casual and
contemporary full-service hotel that fuses imaginative design, absolute comfort and seamless technology into a single stay
experience. It curates a plethora of choices to achieve a truly customised stay.
To date, the Banyan Tree Group manages and/or has ownership interests in over 45 hotels and resorts, 61 spas, 75
retail galleries; as well as three golf courses in 25 countries.
www.banyantree.com www.angsana.com www.cassia.com www.dhawa.com

About Dhawa

Dhawa is a casual and contemporary full-service hotel that fuses imaginative design, absolute comfort and seamless
technology into a single stay experience. It curates a plethora of choices to achieve a truly customised stay. It caters to an
emerging group of design-savvy travellers who seek distinctive experiences in stylish, unique destinations.
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